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GOLDBELL PARTNERS SP GROUP TO TAP ON SINGAPORE’S 
LARGEST HIGH-SPEED PUBLIC EV CHARGING NETWORK  

SP’s charging solutions extended to Goldbell’s commercial fleet and BlueSG vehicles 

 

Singapore, 23 April 2021 – SP Group (SP) and Goldbell Group (Goldbell) today announced an 

agreement for SP to provide holistic electric vehicle (EV) charging solutions to Goldbell’s 

commercial fleet customers. Goldbell is Singapore’s largest commercial vehicle leasing company, 

serving more than 10,000 commercial fleet customers to date with over 5,000 vehicles in its fleet.  

 
The agreement includes making SP’s nationwide EV charging network available to Goldbell’s 

customers and installing EV charging infrastructure on customers’ premises where feasible to 

support their electrification roadmap. SP’s charging points will similarly be extended to BlueSG 

users once the acquisition of BlueSG vehicles by Goldbell is completed. SP and Goldbell will also 

explore a strategic partnership for the leasing of commercial electric vehicles. 

 

Group Chief Executive Officer of SP, Stanley Huang, said, “SP Group is committed to developing 

and supporting the vehicle electrification eco-system in Singapore. Through this partnership, we 

are expanding the reach and making green mobility solutions more accessible to Goldbell’s 

customers. As the demand for EVs grows, our pervasive network infrastructure and continued 

investment will enable us to offer differentiated charging solutions to meet our partners’ business 

needs. This is a key pillar of SP’s strategy to help accelerate the pace of electrification and 

transition to sustainable transportation in Singapore.” 

 

“Expanding our charging infrastructure beyond its current capacity will be mission critical to reach 

BlueSG’s post-acquisition full potential as well as facilitate the fleet electrification process of our 

commercial customers. Having strong partnerships with EV charging companies who are able to 

support this demand and impending growth is therefore imperative.” said Arthur Chua, CEO of 

the Goldbell Group. “SP’s commitment towards building EV charging station infrastructure in 

advance as catalysts for the future adoption of commercial electric vehicles is bold, visionary and 

inspirational. It is a privilege to partner them.” 

 
SP Group continues to operate Singapore’s largest high-speed public EV charging network, with 

a total of 340 charging points set up in 71 locations 1  including shopping malls, commercial 

 
1 Total number of charging points and locations accurate as at 31 March 2021 
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buildings, business parks and industrial sites islandwide. SP announced a partnership with 

Chevron in March to offer EV fast-charging at selected Caltex service stations. SP had earlier 

signed partnerships with Grab and Schneider Electric to support the charging needs of their EV 

fleets. In November 2020, SP Group also partnered Hyundai Motor Group to jointly explore battery 

leasing, or battery-as-a-service to make it more cost-effective to own an EV in Singapore. 

 

-Ends- 
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About SP Group 

SP Group is a leading utilities group in the Asia Pacific, enabling a low-carbon, smart energy 

future for its customers. It owns and operates electricity and gas transmission and distribution 

businesses in Singapore and Australia, and sustainable energy solutions in Singapore and China.  

As Singapore’s national grid operator, about 1.6 million industrial, commercial and residential 

customers benefit from its world-class transmission, distribution and market support services. 

These networks are amongst the most reliable and cost-effective world-wide.  

Beyond traditional utilities services, SP Group provides a suite of sustainable energy solutions 

such as cooling and heating systems for business districts and residential townships, electric 

vehicle fast charging and green digital energy management tools for customers in Singapore and 

the region. 

For more information, please visit spgroup.com.sg or follow us on Facebook at 

fb.com/SPGroupSG, on LinkedIn at spgrp.sg/linkedin and on Twitter @SPGroupSG. 

 

About Goldbell Group 

Goldbell Group is Singapore’s largest player in leasing and distribution of commercial and 

industrial vehicles. Literally a driving force behind Singapore’s growing economy, Goldbell has 

been providing industry-wide transport and logistic solutions – passenger and commercial 

vehicles, as well as material handling equipment – for nearly four decades. The company’s 

diversified business portfolio operates under three main business pillars: Distribution, Leasing, 

and Financial Services, which deliver a suite of total business solutions (vehicle and equipment 

sales, leasing, financing, aftersales service, spare parts, insurance, and equipment usage 

training, as well as fleet management services). 

 

Understanding the importance of innovating its core business through tech and the need to 

venture into new capabilities to future proof its business, Goldbell Group set up a Future Mobility 

division with the vision to be a leading player in the future mobility landscape for smart cities. 

Tapping the Group’s domain knowledge, it assesses and deploys innovative and functional 

technologies that complement and advances its core business. Looking beyond its existing 

ecosystem, it also invests in disruptive start-ups through an evergreen corporate venture capital 

fund, operates an accelerator to groom promising start-ups with the help of a network of strong 

corporate partners in the region and establish new businesses such as a shared mobility 

technology company and an autonomous warehousing solutions company. 
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Goldbell Group is one of the high-growth local companies identified by Enterprise Singapore to 

be part of the Scale-up SG programme. For more information, please visit: 

http://www.goldbell.com.sg  


